
Journal Entry

How has this period of social distancing and distant learning affected me as a music

teacher? Well, it has been a real stretcher that’s for sure! For me the fun in

teaching music comes from groups of students making music together. Something

you can’t really get to through power-points, worksheets, and everyone in their own

home.

When I first heard that school would be closed . . . indefinitely, I had a really hard

time letting go of my plans for the last quarter of this school year. “But I have all

the choir songs already uploaded to my laptop and all of the lyric sheets printed and

ready to go. All those really cool Pop songs the kids are going to love. . . and the

Choir Concert this year is sure to be the best one yet!”

I had already developed a brand-new Rock-N-Roll unit for 2nd and 3rd grades and

then there was the 1st Grade concert. “Oh yeah, we are doing a Spring concert this

year! With cute little bunny songs, songs about the farm, and even a song about some

creepy crawly critters. It’s going to be a Spring to remember for sure!”

Enter the Coronavirus and all that it brought with it! You can’t really learn new

music via power-points and worksheets. The kids have to hear the music, move to

the music and learn to sing the music. Then let’s face it, the joy of singing comes

when you are all together as a group singing with one voice. So, I had to resolve

that we would not be singing any of that new music this year. We would just have to

draw from the music we have learned already and sing in remembrance of what we

had previously done together at school.

So, this is the way that I approached music, for my younger students at least.

Printing the lyrics of songs that we have learned together and adding pictures to

remind them of the words. Often, they can find these songs on YouTube and

hopefully they are able to sing along with them there. It is my hope that they sing

these songs and remember the good times we had in music class together.

For my older students I have been able to reach out and recruit some of them to

take recorder lessons via Zoom. This really has given me new energy and joy as I

am able to work with them in small groups of 3 or 4. I enjoy watching them grow in

their music skills and hearing their tone improve. We are able, in this small group

setting, to work more specifically on their skills. TIME is plentiful! That’s not

something that happens often in education! So, if there is a silver lining in all of

this, I would say that it has been having the time to spend with students, answering

questions and providing feedback that I can’t always do in the reality of a typical

school day.



Parents have been instrumental in helping the students with their schedules and

helping them sign in at the right times. I really do appreciate all of our parents

during this time as they balance their work schedules and the kids school work too!

They all thank me for spending time with their child, but they are just as important

of a link in all of this as I am. I am happy that TOGETHER WE ARE GETTING IT

DONE!!
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